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Law firms face ever-increasing pressure to provide comprehensive and accurate work 
product on a quick turnaround for a reasonable cost. For transactional due diligence, 
clients are unwilling to pay hundreds of dollars per hour for a law firm to perform a 
holistic review. To contain costs, companies are sending contract review to non-law 
firm providers, or simply asking outside counsel to scope down their work and to review 
only a subset of contracts. Even though almost any contract could have a problematic 
restrictive covenant or indemnification language, clients under cost pressure make the 
decision to assume that risk simply because they believe they cannot afford a more 
thorough review.

What if there was a way to work within budget and still review all the necessary 
documents at a fraction of the traditional timeframe? Would you then enable your legal 
team to review contracts more thoroughly in the same amount of time it would take to 
review a subset? How much risk would be mitigated? How much better value can you 
provide to your clients?

Accelerate Contract Review, Manage Costs, Delight Clients

Kira Diligence Engine 
for Law Firms: 

Select legal provisions to extract from contract/agreement.

Trusted on over $70 billion of transactions since 2014, Kira Diligence Engine helps close 
deals faster while mitigating risk of errors and unexpected liabilities. Kira’s customers 
include some of the world’s largest corporations and professional services firms. They 
report that they complete their contract review and analysis in 20-90% less time and with 
fewer misses than with manual review. By reviewing more risks in more contracts in less 
time, Kira users provide better value to their clients by providing a comprehensive,  
full-spectrum view of all potential risks and exposures.
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How does it work? Kira uses highly customized machine learning algorithms that have 
been trained by experienced lawyers to automatically identify and extract the contract 
provisions most commonly reviewed during due diligence. Using Kira Quick Study, you 
can also teach Diligence Engine Kira to recognize additional provisions. There is virtually 
no contract risk that Kira can’t help uncover.

View auto-highlighted selected provisions in the source documents. 
Highlight sections of the document to teach the platform a meaning  
of a new custom provision.

Auto-export provisions into a Microsoft® Word® or Excel® file  
for creation of comparison charts and contract abstracts.

For an opportunity to discuss the challenges that you face with your current state of 
contract review and to learn how Kira can help address these issues, please contact your 
Intralinks® sales representative or sales@intralinks.com. 

With Kira, expedite from start to finish:


